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Abstract. Rate adaptive multimedia streams are streaming media connections where the encoding rate is adjusted dynamically (with corresponding changes in media content resolution) in response to changing
levels of congestion along the connection. The field of optimization based
congestion control has yielded sophisticated distributed algorithms for
resource allocation among competing elastic streams. In this work we
study the fundamental tradeoffs for a class of optimization based distributed algorithms for rate adaptive streams, building on our earlier
work. We focus on three tradeoffs: i) the tradeoff between maximizing
client average quality of service (QoS) and client fairness, ii) the tradeoff between granularity of control (both temporal and spatial) and QoS,
and iii) the tradeoff between maximizing the received volume and minimizing the fluctuations in received rate. These tradeoffs are illustrated
through extensive simulation results using ns-2.

1

Introduction

1.1

Optimal congestion control for rate adaptive streams

Optimal congestion control for elastic traffic is a mathematically tractable optimization problem because of both the separable nature of the objective function
(sum user utility) and the assumption that the individual user utility functions
are strictly concave increasing. As pointed out by Shenker [1], the utility function for a rate adaptive stream will be concave increasing but will have a convex
increasing neighborhood around zero, capturing the fact that even rate adaptive
media has an associated minimum required rate for satisfactory service quality.
This convex neighborhood around zero complicates the mathematical analysis substantially. Recent work by Lee, Mazumdar, and Shroff [2] and Chiang,
Zhang, and Hande [3] has thoroughly discussed solutions to optimization problems of this type. The work by Lee et al. uses the theory of subdifferentials to
obtain traction on the non-convex optimization problem, although the possible
existence of a duality gap limits the value of this approach in the absence of further restrictions. They propose the “self-regulating” property, which essentially
requires users make reasonable allocation requests that ensure non-negative net
utility (benefit minus costs).
?
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The work by Chiang et al. takes a different focus by identifying necessary and
sufficient conditions under which the distributed algorithms designed for concave
utility functions converge to globally optimal resource allocations even when the
actual utility functions are are not concave. Furthermore, the authors identify
several practical issues that complicate deployment of distributed algorithms for
rate adaptive streams: timescale and causality. In particular, they establish that
prices need to be generated on a faster time scale than required for elastic traffic,
and that optimal prices at time t may depend upon optimal prices at a future
time t0 > t.
The focus of [2, 3] is on the mathematical complexities associated with nonconcave optimization problems and their corresponding distributed solutions.
Our focus, instead, is on three fundamental tradeoffs not explicitly addressed
in [2, 3]: optimality versus fairness, granularity of control, and received volume
versus rate fluctuations (discussed in detail below).
1.2

Three fundamental tradeoffs

Our model of a rate adaptive stream is based on the notion of stream volume
(v), defined as the product of the maximum desired bit rate at full resolution
(smax ) times the stream duration (d). For simplicity, we assume the maximum
desired bit rate is a constant, even though in the common case of VBR encoding
of video the maximum rate will be time-varying. Thus v max = smax d is the
total number of bits associated with the stream. By employing dynamic rate
adaptation, corresponding to a time-varying instantaneous received rate s(t) ≤
Rd
smax , the client will receive a total number of bits v = 0 s(t)dt.
Quality of service. We study two distinct quality of service measures, the time
average utility and the rate of adaptation, which serve as a proxy for clientperceived media quality. The first metric, q, is the time average (over the stream
duration) of the instantaneous utility, u(x), where instantaneous utility is measured as a function of the normalized received rate s(t)/smax . Note that in the
case where u(x) = x (linear utility), we have q = v/v max , the fraction of bits
received. The rate of adaptation, r, is simply the time average rate of change of
the instantaneous received rate, i.e., the sum of the magnitudes of the changes
in rate divided by the duration. We have selected these two QoS metrics because
they each capture an important part of the overall rate adaptive streaming media client experience. In particular, q captures the fact that higher instantaneous
rates yield higher instantaneous utility, while r captures the fact that fluctuations in the encoding level are both aurally and visually distracting.
Tradeoff #1: optimality and fairness. We assume the primary objective of
the network is to maximize the client average time average utility. Since each
stream is counted equally in computing the client average, it follows that the
client average is maximized by giving preferential treatment to small volume
users. Intuitively, allocating resources to small volume streams goes further proportionally to improving their QoS than does allocating resources to large volume streams. We term a resource allocation policy that attempts to maximize

client average QoS by giving preferential treatment to small clients a volume
discriminatory policy. It is clear that, although small volume streams are satisfied under such an allocation, users requesting large volume streams (say, of
high rate streaming video content) will bristle at the policy. Fundamentally the
tension can be seen as that between optimality and fairness.
Tradeoff #2: granularity of control and QoS. Dynamics rate adaptation
can be done in real time by on the fly re-encoding of the media content to yield
the desired bit rate, or “stored” by selecting among one of a discrete set of
available encodings. The tradeoff is roughly this: real-time encoding is computationally burdensome and therefore infeasible for large scale media servers, but
has the singular benefit that the transmission rate can be tuned at an arbitrarily fine granularity of control. Stored encoding is more scalable computationally
(although storage may become an issue), but the available transmission rates
are limited to the stored encodings. We call the number of encodings the spatial
granularity of control.
A second natural tradeoff for any distributed algorithm is that between the
optimality of the resource allocation obtained by the algorithm and the time
between state updates. Clearly the performance of the algorithm improves in
the timeliness of the feedback. This improvement may slow for very rapid state
updates as the time scale of the updates becomes much faster than the time scale
of the changes in system state. We call the time between updates the temporal
granularity of control.
Tradeoff #3: time average utility and rate of adaptation. There is an
inherent tension between the objective of maximizing the time average utility
(q), and the objective of minimizing the rate of adaptation (r). As mentioned
above, both q and r are important in that q captures the notion that higher
resolution encodings yield higher user satisfaction, while r captures the notion
that changes in encoding level detract from the user experience. It is intuitively
clear that the highest received rate is obtained by an algorithm that is capable
of instantly adjusting the encoding level to match the available capacity on the
link. Such an algorithm will clearly maximize q, but in an environment where
the available capacity is changing rapidly, will also incur a possibly unacceptably
high rate of adaptation, r. Of course minimizing r is easy: simply avoid dynamic
rate adaptation altogether, which has the cost of foregoing a significantly higher
average received rate obtainable through dynamic adaptation.

2

Controllers for rate adaptive streams

The controllers presented in this section are developed in our earlier work [4]
(that work does not discuss the three tradeoffs which form the heart of this
work). The controllers are similar to but distinct from the controllers developed
by [2, 3]. The first distinction is that we assume an admission control mechanism limits the traffic on the link such that each stream is assured of receiving
its minimum granularity encoding, and that the utility function is concave for
encodings above the associated minimum rate; this removes the focus on the

convex neighborhood around zero which is central to [2, 3]. Second, our algorithm is designed to maximize our primary QoS metric, the time average utility
q, whereas the algorithms in [2, 3] are designed to maximize the instantaneous
utility. Third, we emphasize the use of a near-optimal discrete controller, which
selects the encoding level among the discrete set of available encodings, whereas
[2, 3] focus on continuous controllers.

2.1

Network model, stream model, and QoS metrics

Network model. We let L denote the set of links in the network, and the
vector c = (cl , l ∈ L) denote the capacities of those links. We assume that the
streaming traffic is given priority over the best-effort traffic on the network, so
that the entire link capacity is available to the streaming traffic. We recognize
this is a major assumption, but our focus in this work is not on observing the
co-existence of streaming and elastic traffic in the model. Each client-server pair
is identified with a unique and fixed route through the network. Let R denote the
set of routes, where a route r is composed of a set of links {l ∈ r} = {l | l ∈ r}.
The vector λ = (λr , r ∈ R) denotes the arrival rate of new stream requests on
each route. We index the admitted streams on each route, so that (i, r) denotes
the ith admitted stream on route r.
Stream model. We model a rate adaptive stream by five quantities: i) stream
duration (d), ii) minimum subscription level (smin ), iii) maximum subscription
level (smax ), iv) the instantaneous normalized rate utility function u : [0, 1] →
[0, 1], and v) the weight (w), reflecting the relative importance of the stream.
All five quantities will in general be stream-dependent.
Each stream (i, r) has its individual minimum and maximum subscription
max
level denoted by (smin
i,r , si,r ). We assume the utility function for each client,
ui,r : [0, 1] → [0, 1], is a twice differentiable strictly concave increasing function
with a convex neighborhood around zero. The argument of the utility function
is the fractional rate received, i.e., if the client receives rate si,r then the utility
min
is ui,r (si,r /smax
i,r ). We define si,r as the rate where the utility function switches
from convex to concave. We consider both continuous and discrete controllers.
A continuous controller is capable of creating an encoding of any desired rate
max
“on the fly” si,r ∈ [smin
i,r , si,r ]. A discrete controller is capable of using any of a
max
set Sir = {smin
i,r , . . . , si,r } “stored” encodings.
The admission control rule is this: admit a new stream i on route r as long
as there is sufficient capacity to satisfy the minimum rate requirements of the
previously admitted streams as well as that of the stream seeking admission:
smin
i,r

+

nr 0
XX
r 0 3l

smin
j,r 0 ≤ cl , l ∈ r,

(1)

j=1

where nr is the number of active streams on route r at the time of request. Note
that the admission process is completely separate from the allocation process.

Quality of service metrics. The first quality of service metric is the time
average utility:
Z
wi,r ai,r +di,r
u(si,r (t)/smax
(2)
qi,r =
i,r )dt,
di,r ai,r
where ai,r is the admission time, di,r is the duration, and wi,r is an assigned
weight. The second metric is the rate of adaptation:
Z ai,r +di,r
1
(3)
si,r (t) − si,r (t+ ) dt.
ri,r =
di,r ai,r
Note that r is used both to indicate a route and the rate of adaptation; the
meaning will be clear from context. We let q be the primary QoS metric, and r
be the secondary QoS metric. Thus when we speak of maximizing QoS we will
always mean maximizing q.
2.2

Continuous rate controller

In our earlier work [4] we show that the the weighted client average QoS is
maximized provided the resource allocation at each point in time t is the solution
of a weighted sum utility optimization problem:
n X w
 s  XX
o
i,r
i,r
max
ui,r max
si,r ≤ cl , l ∈ L .
(4)
s∈S
di,r
si,r
(i,r)∈N (t)

r3l i∈Nr

where S is set of all feasible allocations for active streams, N (t) is the set of
active streams at time t and Nr is the set of active streams on route r. This
objective plays the same role as the SYSTEM problem originally formulated
by Kelly in [5]. Recall our assumption that the optimization must ensure each
stream receives its minimum encoding rate or higher. This assumption, and
the definition of the minimum rate as the point at which the utility function
switches from convex to concave, allow us to apply Kelly’s distributed algorithm
framework in [6] to the above problem. The resulting controller is:

w
 s (t) 
i,r 0
i,r
− pr (t) , (i, r) ∈ N (t),
(5)
ṡi,r (t) = κsi,r (t)
ui,r
max
vi,r
si,r
As mentioned in the introduction, this controller is of the same canonical form as
that proposed by Kelly et al. in [6], where κ is the gain constant and pr (t) is the
route price, assumed to be additive over the instantaneous link costs comprising
the route. The only difference from Kelly’s formulation is that we require that
max
the continuous controller maintain a rate in the interval [smin
i,r , si,r ]. Thus we
set ṡi,r (t) = 0 if either the route price pr (t) is high and si,r (t) = smin
i,r or the
route price is low and si,r (t) = smax
i,r .
The volume dependent continuous controller sets each wi,r = w, while the
volume independent controller sets each wi,r = vi,r . To encourage hfairicomparison

between these two controllers we select the weight w such that E Vw = 1, where
the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of the volume of the
the admitted streams.

2.3

Discrete rate controller

Introduced in [4], our proposed discrete controller works as follows. Each stream
runs a virtual controller that computes ṡvir
i,r (t) from the continuous controller of
the previous section, and from this computes svir
i,r (t) in response to the updated
min
max
route prices pr (t). Each stream employs a pair of thresholds (zi,r
, zi,r
) such
that
max
smin
i,r + si,r
min
max
smin
<
z
≤
≤ zi,r
< smax
(6)
i,r
i,r
i,r .
2
The subscription level changes according to the following rule:
max
smin
i,r ⇒ si,r

max
if svir
i,r (t) > zi,r ,

min
smax
i,r ⇒ si,r

min
if svir
i,r (t) < zi,r .

(7)

Note that when we set
min
zi,r
=

max
smin
i,r + si,r
max
= zi,r
,
2

(8)

the above algorithm simply selects available subscription level nearest to the
virtual subscription level. Setting the min and max thresholds strictly below and
above the median subscription level serves to retard the frequency of subscription
level changes. In particular, if a stream is low then the virtual subscription level
max
must actually rise above zi,r
to induce an increase. Similarly, if a stream is high
min
then the virtual subscription level must drop below zi,r
to induce a decrease.
This serves as a hysteresis mechanism to retard the fluctuations in subscription
level which have an adverse effect on the rate of adaptation metric.

3

Three fundamental tradeoffs

We study the three fundamental tradeoffs in distributed algorithms for rate
adaptive streams. We present simulation results obtained by implementing the
continuous and discrete controllers from the previous section in ns-2. Due to
space constraints we restrict our attention in this section to a single link model
of capacity c (kbps).
User utility function. Similar to our example in [4], we presume that all
streams employ a common (sigmoid) utility function:
u(x) =

1
, ρ > 0, σ > 0, γ ∈ (0, 1).
1 + ρe−σ(x−γ)

(9)

Recall that the argument of the utility function is the fractional rate x = s/smax .
Thus u has a convex neighborhood around zero extending to x = γ, and is
then concave for x > γ. The parameter σ governs the shape. The parameter ρ
governs the height of the function for x near γ. We have selected γ = 21 , ρ = 3,
and σ = 10. This means each stream has a minimum rate that is 50% of its

maximum rate, i.e., smin /smax = 1/2. Moreover, the minimum rate is presumed
to account for approximately 50% of the possible quality or satisfaction, since
u(smin /smax ) = u(γ) = 1/(1 + ρ) = 1/2, while u(1) ≈ 1.
Maximum subscription level and stream duration. Streaming media content varies widely in both the maximum subscription level (small bit rates for
audio content, high bit rates for HD video content), and the duration (short
durations for songs, long durations for movies). To capture this diversity in
the simplest manner possible, we employ an elephants and mice model where
max
both the maximum subscription level, Si,r
and the stream duration, Di,r , are
Bernoulli random variables. The notation X ∼ Ber(s, l, p) denotes a random
variable X is Bernoulli with p = P(X = s) = 1 − P(X = l), where we think of s
for small and l for large. Define the constants
ŝmax,min ŝmax,max ps σ dˆmin dˆmax pd δ
128
1280
0.5 704 60 600 0.5 330

(10)

All rates are in kbps and all durations are in seconds. Define the volume diversity
parameter a ∈ [0, 1] and the diversity spread functions
smax,min (a) = (1 − a)σ + aŝmin,max
smax,max (a) = (1 − a)σ + aŝmax,max
dmin (a) = (1 − a)δ + adˆmin
dmax (a) = (1 − a)δ + adˆmax .
For fixed a, we set
max
Si,r
(a) ∼ Ber(smax,min (a), smax,max (a), ps )

Di,r (a) ∼ Ber(dmin (a), dmax (a), pd ).
First observe that the volume diversity parameter does not affect the mean for
either S or D:
max
E[Si,r
(a)] = σ, E[D(a)] = δ, a ∈ [0, 1].
(11)
Note that for a = 0 the Bernoulli values coincide, i.e., smax,min (0) = smax,max (0) =
σ and dmin (0) = dmax (0) = δ, while for a = 1 the Bernoulli values take
on their extreme values: smax,min (1) = ŝmax,min , smax,max (1) = ŝmax,max and
dmin (1) = dˆmin , dmax (1) = dˆmax . Thus increasing a from 0 to 1 increases the diversity of stream volumes found on the link while not affecting the mean volume
E[V ] = σδ. Recall that for the volume dependent algorithm we select w such
that E[1/V ] = w; for the current model this yields w = (400/121)σδ. Finally,
for the discrete controller our default selection (aside from Figure 2) is to use
K = 2 encodings: S = {smin , smax }.
Link capacity and loading. We will devote significant attention to studying
the QoS under the controllers as the link capacity is varied (while the arrival
rate is held constant). Note that when the capacity per stream is near or smaller
than the average minimum required rate per stream, that the typical stream will

spend most of its tenure at its minimum rate. If the capacity per stream is at or
exceeds the average maximum rate per stream then the typical stream will spend
most of its time at its maximum rate. With this in mind we parameterize the link
capacity as c = mλσδ, where λ is the arrival rate (assumed Poisson). Note that,
barring blocking, the average number of streams on the link is E[|Nt |] = λδ (by
Little’s Law), and as such the capacity per stream is c/(λδ) = mσ. At m = 1 the
capacity per stream matches the typical maximum subscription level. Recalling
that the user utility function sets smin /smax = 1/2, we see that for m < 1/2 the
capacity per stream matches the typical minimum subscription level. Following
[7], we term the regime m ∈ [0, 1/2] the overloaded regime, m ∈ [1/2, 1] the rate
adaptive regime, and m ∈ [1, ∞) the underloaded regime. We have selected λ so
that on average (barring blocking) there are 10 streams sharing the link, thus
λ = 10/δ. It follows that the link capacity at the scaling threshold m = 1/2 is
c = m(λδ)σ = 1/2 · 10 · 704 = 3520, while and at m = 1 is 7040. In our capacity
plots we will vary m from 0.1 to 1.2.
When the link capacity is fixed, we will use m = 1/2, which corresponds to
provisioning the link the rate adaptive regime such that the capacity per stream
is twice what is minimally required by a typical stream, but half of the maximum
rate requested by a typical stream.
Simulation setup. We have implemented our controllers in ns-2 [8] which provides ample support and a realistic simulation environment to test our model.
It ensures us results that we are most likely to see during an actual real-world
implementation. We set up 1000 nodes acting as transmitters connected by a
single bottleneck link to 1000 receiver nodes. The bottleneck link has a packet
queue of size 100 used to smooth the traffic and implement a DropTail policy
for the packets. This link is a duplex link allowing acknowledgment packets from
the receivers to reach the transmitter indicating if the packet has been lost or
received without incident. All the transmitting nodes are UDP sources and the
receivers are Loss Monitoring agents. We use a CBR (Constant Bit-Rate) traffic
pattern for each node. The values for the parameters of each stream like duration and subscription levels are assigned as discussed previously. Each simulation
point is averaged over 1000 streams and over 100 repetitions of the experiment.
3.1

Tradeoff #1: Optimality and fairness

The first tradeoff we study is between optimality and fairness. In particular,
the volume dependent controller optimizes the client average quality of service
by giving preference to small volume streams, while the volume independent
controller treats all streams fairly. The top plot in Figure 1 presents QoS for
both controllers as the link capacity is increased, while the bottom plot presents
QoS for both controllers as the volume diversity parameter is increased. For the
top plot the volume diversity parameter is maximized at a = 1.0. For the bottom
plot the link capacity is selected using a capacity scaling parameter of 0.5. The
plots illustrate how the volume dependent controller is able to exploit volume
diversity to maximize the client average QoS, with pronounced improvements

in the rate adaptive capacity scaling regime, and when the volume diversity
parameter is large.
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Fig. 1. Tradeoff #1: comparing optimality and fairness. All four plots compare
the QoS performance of the volume dependent controller with that of the volume
independent controller. The top two plots vary the link capacity, c (holding a =
1.0), and illustrate the significant increase in QoS achieved by the volume dependent
controller, especially in the overloaded and rate adaptive regimes. The bottom two
plots vary the volume diversity parameter, a (holding m = 0.5), and show that the
improvement in QoS achievable by the volume dependent controller increases in a. In
both cases we present results for both continuous and discrete controllers (using ns-2).

3.2

Tradeoff #2: Granularity of control and QoS

We next consider the impact of both temporal and spatial granularity of control on the QoS. Temporal granularity refers to the time between state updates,
while spatial granularity refers to the number of available subscription levels.
The top plot in Figure 2 shows the loss rate as the time between updates is
increased; as expected the loss rate increases. More surprising is that the volume
dependent controller achieves a significantly lower loss rate than the volume dependent controller. This can be explained by the fact that the volume dependent
controller gives preference to smaller rate streams, which make proportionally
smaller changes in rate, and as such they “feel out” the available capacity more

gradually than the large volume streams. The middle plot in Figure 2 shows the
impact on the QoS as the time between state updates is varied from τ = 5 to
τ = 60 (we used τ = 1 for the plots in Figure 1). There is a significant impact
on both controllers, but no “cliff”, meaning the controller performance degrades
gracefully in the absence of updates. The bottom plot in the figure shows the
QoS as the link capacity is scaled (again from m = 0.1 to m = 1.2) with a
varying number of encodings, K, available. The K encodings are assumed to
max
be uniformly spaced over the interval [smin
i,r , si,r ]. Note that the curve K = ∞
is the continuous controller. Clearly there is a law of diminishing returns as K
increases, and the content provider would be able to assess the tradeoff between
the cost of storing more encodings with the marginal benefit to client QoS.
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Fig. 2. Tradeoff #2: the impact of the granularity of control on the QoS. The
top plot shows the loss rate as a function of the time between updates for both the
volume dependent and volume independent controller. As expected the loss increases as
time between updates increases, more surprising is the fact that the volume independent
controller suffers significantly higher loss than the volume independent controller. The
middle plot shows the impact of increasing the time between state updates on the
QoS for both the volume dependent and volume independent controllers (both the
continuous controller with m = 0.5). The bottom plot shows the impact of varying
the number of offered encodings as the link capacity is scaled (holding a = 1.0). All
plots are from ns-2.

3.3

Tradeoff #3: Time average utility and rate of adaptation

The third tradeoff is that between the competing aims of maximizing the time
average utility (q) and minimizing the rate of adaptation (r). The top two plots
in Figure 3 shows the change in q and r as the weight w is increased. There
is a clear dependence of q, r on w for the continuous controller, and none for
the discrete controller. This is because the discrete controller’s update rule is
relatively insensitive to the weight, depending only on the mapping between the
virtual controller and the available set of discrete rates. The bottom plot shows
the inherent tradeoff between maximizing q and minimizing r: the x-axis is r
and the y-axis is q, the points are the QoS pairs (q(w), r(w)) as the weight w is
increased from w = 1 to w = 500. The continuous controller shows a significant
increase in q, but at the cost of an increase in r; the discrete controller (with
K = 2 encodings) is again less sensitive to the weight, but also unable to fully
achieve the q levels obtainable by the continuous controller.
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Fig. 3. Tradeoff #3: The tradeoff between maximizing the time average
utility and minimizing the rate of adaptation. The top plot shows the increase
in QoS obtained by increasing the weight w for both the continuous and discrete
controller. The middle plot shows the increase in the rate of adaptation as the weight of
the controller is increased (for m = 0.5, a = 1.0), and the bottom plot is a scatterplot
of (r(w), q(w)) as the weight is increased from w = 1 to w = 500.

4

Conclusion

This paper has focused on three fundamental design tradeoffs in designing distributed algorithms for rate adaptive multimedia streams: i) the tradeoff between
optimality and fairness, ii) the tradeoff between granularity of control and QoS,
and iii) the tradeoff between maximizing the time average utility and minimizing the rate of adaptation. Although each of these tradeoffs are qualitatively
intuitive, the quantitative results are instructive, and offer structural insights
into the sometimes complex dependencies among the system parameters.
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